THE BOLLES MIDDLE SCHOOL BOYS’ DRESS CODE

Items that are starred (*) are considered "Regulation", meaning the clothing is required and must be purchased through the Bolles Lands’ End (www.landsend.com) store. Non-regulation items that are available through the Bolles Lands’ End store are also noted.

MIDDLE SCHOOL BOYS "A" OR STANDARD UNIFORM

TROUSERS*: Regulation khaki or navy purchased through the Bolles Lands’ End store.

SHIRTS* and TIES*: Regulation styles and colors purchased through the Bolles Lands’ End store. Shirts are to be tucked in and buttoned with the tie pulled up to the top.

SWEATERS: Solid colors in good taste. Options of styles and colors available at the Bolles Lands’ End store.

SWEATSHIRTS: Only Bolles School or college sweatshirts may be worn.

OUTERWEAR: In cold weather, students may wear jackets and coats of their own choice that reflect good taste with no logos, advertising, or denim. Options are available through the Bolles Lands’ End store.

BELTS/ SOCKS/ SHOES: Shoes must be closed toe/heel, have a flat heel, and reflect good taste. No sandals or flip flops may be worn. (examples – athletic shoes, ballet flats, boat shoes)

OTHER: Hair must be styled neatly, and not in a dramatic style or unnatural color. Hats, earrings, and sunglasses are not permitted. Jewelry/accessories must be unobtrusive and reflect good taste.

ON FRIDAYS, STUDENTS MAY ALSO WEAR THE "B" UNIFORM OPTIONS WHICH ARE THE FOLLOWING:

SHORTS*: Regulation khaki or navy purchased through the Bolles Lands’ End store.

COLLARED KNIT SHIRTS*: Regulation polo style shirts purchased through the Bolles Lands’ End store with Bolles logo or Bolles team shirts with collar.

T-SHIRTS: Any Bolles t-shirt supporting a Bolles team, or a spirit shirt purchased through the campus store.
THE BOLLES MIDDLE SCHOOL GIRLS’ DRESS CODE

Items that are starred (*) are considered "Regulation", meaning the clothing is required and must be purchased through the Bolles Lands’ End (www.landsend.com) store. Non-regulation items that are available through the Bolles Lands’ End store are also noted.

MIDDLE SCHOOL GIRLS "A" OR STANDARD UNIFORM

SKORTS*: Regulation styles in khaki or navy purchased through the Bolles Lands’ End store of an appropriate fit and length. Appropriate length is considered at or just above the knee.

PANTS*: Regulation styles in khaki or navy purchased through the Bolles Lands’ End store.

BLOUSES*: Regulation styles and colors, purchased through the Bolles Lands’ End store. Shirts are to be tucked in at all times.

SWEATERS: Solid colors in good taste. Options of styles and colors available at the Bolles Lands’ End store.

SWEATSHIRTS: Only Bolles School or college sweatshirts may be worn.

OUTERWEAR: In cold weather, students may wear jackets and coats of their own choice that reflect good taste with no logos, advertising, or denim. Options are available through the Bolles Lands’ End store.

BELTS/ SOCKS/ TIGHTS/ SHOES: Shoes must be closed toe/heel, have a flat heel, and reflect good taste. No sandals or flip flops may be worn. (examples – athletic shoes, ballet flats, boat shoes)

OTHER: Hair must be styled neatly, and not in a dramatic style or unnatural color. Hats and sunglasses are not permitted. Jewelry/accessories must be understated and reflect good taste. Makeup must be neat, look natural, and not in a dramatic style or over applied.

ON FRIDAYS, STUDENTS MAY ALSO WEAR THE "B" UNIFORM OPTIONS WHICH ARE THE FOLLOWING:

SHORTS*: Regulation khaki or navy purchased through the Bolles Lands’ End store.

KNIT SHIRTS*: Regulation polo shirts through the Bolles Lands’ End store with Bolles logo or Bolles team shirts with collar.

T-SHIRTS: Any Bolles t-shirt supporting a Bolles team, or a spirit shirt purchased through the campus store.